
   Genius Hour Reflection 

Self-Management 

                  Rate yourself on each item.  U - USUALLY;   S - SOMETIMES;   R - RARELY 

   U     S    R 

I took a chance or risk on my project.     

I was organized and brought what I needed to work.     

I was in control of my emotions.    

I worked hard in class, and finished in a reasonable time.    

Effective Participation 
I didn’t just sit back. I jumped in and worked.    

I was able to identify issues or problems  with my project.    

I found solutions if things weren’t working.     

I respected others in the class while working.    

Creative Thinking 

I imagined my project, or parts of my project in my mind 

as I worked.  

   

I linked my project to other things. (To myself, the world, 

literature, ideas, concepts, Etc.) 

   

My project questioned assumptions (things people be-

lieve without proof). OR  My project asked WHY. 

   

I took creative risks or chances. My work looks very 

different from everyone else’s. 

   

  U     S    R 

  U     S    R 
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Reflective Learning    U    S   R 
I set goals and challenges for project.  I planned.    

I Planned-Do-Reviewed. (I made a plan, then I followed it, 

and then I reviewed it).  I STUCK to it.   

   

I asked other people for feedback about my project.   I 

asked how I could do better.  

   

I shared my learning with others. (My teacher, class, family, 

world, Etc.) 

   

Enquiry Skills 
I explored a question with my project.    

I evaluated evidence and fact-checked.     

I stayed objective.  (I know the difference between fact and 

opinion. I am open to listening to others and I respect their 

ideas and opinions.) 

   

I reached a conclusion or found an answer or finished my 

project . 

   

Teamwork (if worked in a group only) 
I took responsibility for myself and my team. IF I said I was 

going to do something, then I did it. 

   

I built on my team’s strengths. We did the jobs we are 

good at.  

   

I managed my team.  We stayed on task and I helped my 

team stay on task. 

   

I evaluated my team. I thought about what we did well and 

how we could improve. 

   

  U     S    R 

  U     S    R 
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(pick from 4 

subskills) 

(pick from 4 

subskills) 
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 1 2 3 4 

-Not your best work 

-Not prepared or motivated 

& do not really understand 

your project 

-Class is bored  

-You did an OK job 

-Somewhat prepared & moti-

vated; understand part of 

your project  

-Class is a bit interested 

 

-You did well 

-Prepared, motivated & un-

derstand project  

-Class is interested 

-You nailed it! 

-Super prepared, motivated & 

understand project really well 

-Class was excited  

 -Wasted time 

-Often didn’t have materials 

-Not in control & off task 

-Not focused or motivated 

-Sometimes used time wisely 

-Had materials sometimes 

-In control at times, often off 

task 

-A bit focused & motivated 

 

-Usually used time wisely 

-Usually had materials 

-In control & done on time 

-Usually focused & motivated 

-Used time wisely 

-Always had all materials  

-In control & done on time 

-Focussed & motivated 

-Worked at home if needed 

 -Doesn't understand project 

-Did little to no research 

-Did not make a plan or 

follow it 

-No passion 

-Understands a bit of project 

-Did a bit of research 

-Made a plan, but didn’t use it 

-A bit passionate 

-Understands project 

-Explored a ? or topic with 

research 

- Made a plan, and stuck to 

most of it 

-Passionate 

-Totally understands project 

-Explored ? or topic in detail 

with good research 

-Made a great plan, and stuck 

to it 

-Very passionate 

 -Picked a simple or easy 

topic 

-This project was copied 

-Project is not creative or 

unique 

 

-Did not pick a very unique 

topic 

-Some work has been copied 

-Project is slighlty creative or 

unique 

 

-Used creativity to pick topic 

-Work is original and not 

copied 

-A very good effort to create 

a creative and unique project  

-Used creativity to pick topic 

-All work is original (not cop-

ied) 

-A very unique & creative pro-

ject  
&

  
&
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